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General comments

The manuscript entitled ‘Evaluation of a low-cost evaporation protection method for
portable water samplers’ by von Freyberg et al. describes the development of a ro-
bust and inexpensive method for an evaporation reduction method for automatic water
samplers that are often used in hydrology. In order to evaluate their developed setup,
laboratory and field tests were conducted to simulate extremely dry and warm condi-
tions, to test for vapor transfer between samples and to quantify the isotopic change
during 3-week storage periods. It could be shown that the method efficiently protects
the collected water samples from undergoing isotopic changes due to evaporative frac-
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tionation and vapor mixing and that the protection method significantly reduced isotopic
fractionation over the 3-week periods under ambient climatic conditions in the field. The
manuscript is well structured and nicely written. The topic of this promising approach
fits well to the scope of the journal and appears to be of interest for isotope hydrolo-
gists. Most of my editing comments match those of Referee 1 and have already been
addressed by the authors; therefore I only suggest minor revisions prior to acceptance
and publication in Hydrology and Earth System Sciences.

Specific comments

Introduction, L. 45-47

I suggest mentioning styrofoam beads as an additional mechanical protection method,
because this is commonly used as an evaporation protection method in ISCO-bottles.

L. 75, 81, 84

Please consider replacing ‘Our. . .’ by ‘The. . .’ at the beginning of these sentences,
otherwise it sounds a bit like the conclusion section.
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